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Arrau Presents
Concert Monday

Jim Thomason, the winner of
last year's national contest, repeated as the local winner of
the annual Ceramic Engineering
Speaking Contest. His subject
was "The Development of an
Improved Vermiculite Insulating Firebrick".
Thomason, who d e fe a t e d
twelve other speakers, will represent Clemson at the national
contest again this year.
Wednesday night, the members heard a discussion led by
ttiree visiting speakers.
The speakers were: V. V. Kelgey of the Dominion Mineral
Co.; J. S. Nordyke of the Hammond Lead Co.; and Charles S.
Pearce, general secretary of the
American Ceramic Society.

Adams Receives
Doctors Degree

"

Big Thursday
Blue Key Trophy
Won By Clemson
The Blue Key Trophy, which
is awarded to the winner of the
Big Thursday football game, will
be presented to Clemson at the
half-time of the Clemson-Carolina basketball game Tuesday
night, February 21. Jack Boss,
president of the Carolina Blue
Key chapter, will make the presentation to Don King, captain
of the 1955 Tiger team.
The award, which is jointely
sponsored by the Clemson and
Carolina Blue Key chapters, is
given annually to the winner of
the State Fair game, on the winner's home court. The trophy
was initiated in order to better
relations and sportsmanship between Carolina and Clemson It
will come to Clemson for the
first time since the award was
established six years ago

Savannah-Clemson
Club Will Visit
Univ. Of Georgia
The "Geechee Club" of the
University of Georgia has incited
the
Savannah-Clemson
f
to be guests-of-honor at a
party to be held in Athens, Ga.,
on February 24.
At a recent meeting of the
Savannah-Clemson Club, Pro.
fessor Al Clark met with the club
to discuss the club charter and
other business. The next meet
ing is scheduled for February 21
at 7:30 p. m. All persons from
Savannah or within a fifty-mile
radius of Savannah are urged to
attend.
Any persons from this area
are invited to the party at Ath
ens.
Any interested
persons
should contact Tom Bradley in
B-731 or Dick Carter in C-713

NOTICE
Students who have not finished
payments
on
their
TAPS are requested to do so
as soon as possible. Payments
may be made any time after
supper in the TAPS office located on 4th floor of the student center.

Parks, Clemson Graduate
Honored By Alumni Clubs
Lt. General Floyd Parks, commander general of the
Second Army and a 1918 Clemson College graduate, will
be the guest of honor at a testimonial dinner by the Clemson Clubs of Washington and Baltimore tonight.
The
occasion is prompted by General Parks' impending retirement at the end of this month.
Wright L. Bryan, editor of
the Cleveland Plain Dealer
and a 1926 Clemson graduate,
will be toastmaster for the
dinner. Present to honor South
Carolina's
highest
ranking
soldier will
be
Clemson's
President
Robert
Franklin
Poole, the entire South Carolina Congressional delegation
and many of General Parks'
civilian and military friends.
Senator Strom Thurmond, the
only Clemson graduate in the
South Carolina delegation, will
take part in the short program,
along with Captain Frank J.
Jervey, president of the Clemson Alumni Corporation.
Other guests will be South
Carolina Senator Olin D. Johnston and Representatives Lucius
M. Rivers, John J. Riley, William Jennings Dorn, Robert T.
Ashmore, James P. Richards
and John L. McMillan.
The guest list will include
Clemson College Trustee Ben T.
Leppard and Charles E. Daniel
of Greenville and trustee-elect
Robert Stoddard of Spartanburg.
Among General Parks' military
associates to be present are Major General Robert M. Littlejohn, Ret., former Quartermaster General in Europe; General
Charles L. Bolte, Het., special
assistant to the ehaisman of the
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Student Assembly Hears
Address By Humphries

The Clemson College Concert Series will present
Claudio Arrau, famed Chilean pianist, in a solo recital
of classical music on February 24 at eight p. m. in the
Field House. Mr. Arrau is appearing this year at his
first concert at Clemson College.

Thomason Wins
Speech Contest
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Arrau's renditions will include Mozart's Sonate in D,
K. 576; and Beethoven's Sonate in C major, Op. 53 (Waldstein").
After an intermission, he will play Variations
on a Theme of Paganini,
Book II, by Brahms; Debussy's Suite: "Pour le Piano";
Liszt's Gnemenreigen (Dance
of the Gnomes)); and the
Mehisto Waltz, also by Liszt.
Tickets for this concert, for
those who do not have season
tickets, will cost S3.00 for a reserved seat and $2.00 for generpal admission.
Students at
Clemson College will be admitted upon showing their identification cards. Any person enrolled in the Clemson Area
Adult Education
Center
can
purchase tickets at a reduced
rate of $1.00 at the time of registration.
Claudie Arrau has been
presenting concerts in
the
Vnited
States since
1923,
when he began to play with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony. Previous to that time,
he had been studying in
Europe, especially in
Germany under the direction of
the famous Martin Krause,
who was a pupil of Liczt.
Arau has made 300 orchestra
appearances and 700 recitals, on
at least five continents.
Although he was born and lived
part of his life in Chile, he now
lives on Long Island, New York,
and is married and has two
children.
'LISBUie Arrau has some 46
years of piano playing behind
him as he comes to Clemson—
he gave his first public recital
at the age of five. It is safe to
say that no one will regret attending this concert and hearing
one of the great pianists of the
world today.

South Carolina's Oldest

board of the American Car and
Foundry Company; and General
Ralph Canine, director of the
National Security Agency.
A one - time resident of
Greenville and a graduate of
the Frazer Fitting School in
Anderson, General Parks has
fashioned a distinguished military career since his college
days at Clemson. He holds 19
decorations, eight of them
from foreign countries.
General Parks entered the
army as a private and was commissioned a second lieutenant in
the Corps of Engineers after
five months. He is a graduate
of the Army Tank School, the
Infantry School, the Command
and General Staff School and
the Army War College. In 1945
he was made commanding gene
ral of the military government
in Berlin and later served as
head of the administrative arrangements of the Potsdam Conference.
Between two assignments as
head of the Army Public Rela
tions Section he was deputy
commanding general of the U
S. Army in the Pacific. Early
in September of 1953 he became
commander of the Second Army
at Fort Meade, Ga.

Leonard C. Adams, associate
professor of electrical engineering at Clemson College, recently
received his degre of doctor of
philosophy from Ihe University
of Florida at Gainesville, with
a major in electrical engineering and minors in mathematics
and physics. Dr. Adams gave
his dissertation on "The Formation and Collination of an Axially-Symmetrical Hollow Electron Beam."

Reviews Progress Of Student
Govt.; Outlines Future Plans
Jimmie Humphries, president of the student body, delivered a speech to the Student Assembly last night which
outlined the progress made by the student government
during the first semester.

Humphries also included in
his speech several of the
failures that the student government had met during the
year and the plans for the future that might be carried
out.
The text of his speech follows,
"In this year, representing
In the past the Cadet Chap the greatest transitional period
Dr. Adams graduated from
Clemson in 1943 with high hon- lain (now Student Chaplain) of- through which Clemson College
ors in electrical engineering. ten helped students with per- has ever passed, the Student
While at Clemson he was elected sonal problems. This year that Government has played an actthe Clemson campus giving "a series of lec- to Phi Kappa Phi and Tau Beta service has not been rendered ive and successful role.
Buckminster Fuller, the noted designer, exThe
tures on theories of architecture.
(TIGER
plains one of his famous models to a group of
changeover
from
a
because of the changes that sudden
Pi.
Upon
graduation
he
served
photo by Bob Huey.)
architecture students. Mr. Fuller has been on
in the armed forces until 1946. have been made in student body strictly-disciplined military colorganization. However it is felt lege to a most liberal universityIn 1946 Dr. Adams joined the that such a counciling program, type institution brought about
electrical engineering
depart- especially for new freshmen, a great number of unexpected
ment at Clemson as an instruchitherto
unexperienced
should be included in the Chap- and
tor and has been here
ever
problems.
lain's duties.
since. During a leave of abThere arose the question of
With this thought in mind a
sence in 1949-50, he took his
freshman discipline and orienroom
(far
corner
behind
the
masters degree at Oklahoma
tation under a completely new
Professor T. L. Senn of the
A&M College in Stillwater, Ok- altar in the Student Chapel) ret of conditions. The Student
Clemson College horticultural
has
been
set
aside
as
the
chaplahoma.
The
topic
of
his
thesis
The Tiger Brotherhood is
Government Constitution
was
department has received the onThe year is a
planning a banquet in the Gold there was "A Method for Analy- lain's office.
rendered
obsolete in many
ly Danforth Foundation schollittle
far
gone
to
really
establish
Room of the Clemson House at sis of Performance of the Sinplaces. The abolition of military
arship awarded to a South Car6:30 p. m. on February 24, in gle-Phase Reluctance Motor." a strong counciling program, organizations within a corps of
olinian this year.
honor of the charter members While at Oklahoma most of his but it is hoped that anyone will cadets had its effects in breakDanforth grants are designcourse work was in the power feel free to consult with the
The student affiliate chapter and all previous members. This engineering field, and he was chaplain or assistant chaplain ing the unity of the student
ed to encourage college teachbody in general, and in particbanquet is to commemorate the
ers to continue graduate work of the American Chemical So- founding of the Brotherhood elected to Eta Kappa Nu (hon- at any time.
ular, in atomizing a great fratoward the doctorate degree. ciety and the American Insti- and to review its history.
orary electrical engineering soOne of the chaplains will be ternity of Clemson men into
Professor Senn was one of 62 tute of Chemical Engineers
The recently-revised consti- ciety), and Sigma Pi (research). in the office during these hours individuals.
selected from this year's recDr. Adams tooK another leave each week: 9:00-11:00 p. m.
tution
will be presented at the
In the wake of this seemsponsored a demonstration of
ommended list of approxibanquet along with Tiger Broth- of absence from Clemson from Monday and Wednesday. Spe- ingly
disastrous
transition,
the
properties
of
liquid
gases
in
mately 400 American college
1951-53 to work on his Ph.D at cial hours can be arranged by j Student Government has risen
erhood's aims for future years.
and university staff members. the Chemistry Auditoriuhm, on
to a new and significant imThe principal speakers will be the University of Florida. While leaving a note on the desk.
His was the only scholarship Tuesday night, February 14.
portace, providing strong stuProfessor John D. Lane and the there he held the position of regranted in horticulture.
The demonstration consisted president, Joe Brown. All'stu- search assistant working on an
dent leadership where it apA native of Newberry, Senn of about
peared that student leaderfifteen experiments dent members and honorary electron ballastic problem under
ship had been snuffed out.
financed his education at Clem- which showed some of the more members are invited to attend. the sponsorship of the Office of
Naval Research.
Most of his
son by working as an underTo meet these problems, the
observable
characteristics
of
course work was in the elecgraduate laboratory assistant.
Student Government Organtronic field.
He graduated in horticulture in liquid gases. Experiments were
ization
undertook the most
A $500 annual scholarship is
1939 and received his master's carried out with both liquid
In 1953 Dr. Adams returned being offered a Clemson under- active role in its history.
degree from the University of oxygen and liquid nitrogen.
to Clemson as associate profes- graduate interested in journalA plan for freshman orientasor of electrical engineering and
Maryland in 1950.
The program for the evening
jo pun^ aoBad aqi Xq tusi tion was formulated and insticontinued his research efforts
tuted in time to preserve some
He has published twelve pa- was introduced by Bill Leitner,
Greenville.
of the traditions and all ot
pers as a result of researches who gave a short talk on the
The Clemson Episcopal Stu- until receiving the degree reThe
recipient
of
the
scholarthe spirit of the past. The conon horticultural products and preparation of liquid air. The dent Parish has announced their cently.
ship will also serve as corresstitution was studied and amenis the originator of "The Horplans for Lent which begins on
pondent
for
The
Greenville
ded to meet the new conditions.
ticultural Collegiate News- ability of oxygen to support or Ash Wednesday, February 15.
News in the Clemson area. He
A student loan fund, available
letter," a publication circulat- promote combustion was shown Each Thursday during Lent, the
will be paid for news items and
to the entire student body, wai
ed to the horticultural de- by burning a cigarette and a Rev. Robert L. Olivers, Episcofeature material printed in that again provided under a new orpartments of 100 colleges and cotton wad soaked in liquid oxy- pal Chaplain to students, will
paper
in
addition
to
the
scholarBen Landrum Johnson, sophganizational set-up and adminuniversities.
gen. The liquid nitrogen was celebrate the Holy Communion omore from Greenville, has been ship.
istered by this assembly. A comin
the
Student
Chapel,
at
6:30
Professor
Senn's
Danforth used to demonstrate low temProfessor John D. Lane will mittee from the Student Asnamed the first recipient of the
a.
m.
scholarship studies at the Uni- perature reactions and the freezscreen applicants and make a sembly has made an extensive
Lenten study at the Canter- $375 Greenville Rotary Scholarversity of Maryland will be in
recommendation for the award investigation of the equipment
ship
at
Clemson.
ing
of
common
substances
such
bury Club meetings on Wedthe field of horticultural phyand expense involved in the esA 25-year-old married veteran to President R. F. Poole.
as mercury and fruit.
nesday evenings during Lent
siology.
The scholarship is open to tablishment of a campus radio
with
two
children,
Johnson
has
The
experiments
were
prewill
be
based
on
the
book,
"The
"That simply means," he says,
any undergraduate of the rising station. When this study is com"the study of what makes hor- sented by John Butt, Bart Pat- Episcopal Church—Its Message maintained a scholastic average
junior or senior class qualified pleted, a proposal will be subticultural products tick. I'll be tie, Fred McNatt arid Charlie for Men of Today", by George just short of high honors in mechanical engineering while work- for regular attendance at the mitted to the college for considtrying to find oat more about Sanders. The liquid gases for Parkin Atwater.
The award will be eration. With the disbanding of
the
experiments
were
donated
Presentations will be made by ing part-time in the Clemson college.
why the products rot and how
made
of
the basis of literary the cadet corps and the military
by
the
LeTourneau-WestingBook
Store.
He
was
selected
panel discussion with opportunto delay the rotting process. In
ability,
satisfactory
scholastic" companies, the problem of decother words, how to get them to house plant in Toccoa, Georgia. ity for the group discussion and for the scholarship by the colachievement, evidence of good orating the campus for the
questions.
Richard S. Lee is lege student aid committee.
the consumer's table in better
Homecoming weekend became
Johnson is the son of Mrs.. character and a sense of respon acute. As you know, decoraProgram Chairman.
shape."
sibility
for
properly
reporting
Thomas R. Johnson of 211
tion of the campus was accompYMCA Street, City View, Green- the news.
lished by the various clubs on
ville. He has been a deacon of
campus under the sponsorship
The Sophomore "Y" Council
the Monoghan Presbyterian
of the Student Government Orheld its regular meeting on MonChurch and a director of youth
ganization.
day night. The president of
Mr. Romaine Smith, young guidance in the Sunday School
A program of faculty and
the Council, Francis Holladay, folks editor of the Progressive there.
course evaluation is being studDr. Wallace D. Trevillian, presided at the meeting, and
YMCA
Cabinet
officers
will
Farmer magazine, was guest
ied by another committee from
Head of the Department of In- Harry Bolick was in charge of
be elected at Vespers at 6:00 p the Student Assembly and
speaker at the February meetdustrial Management of Clem- the program.
m., Sunday, March 4 and) on should go into effect this semesing of the 4-H Club on February
son College, has been named to
Monday, March 5. All students ter. The Student Government,
The program included a dis- 9th. Mr. Smith's topic, "ChrisA
correction
has
been
made
the Academy of Management, a cussion led by Harry Bolick
tian Helpfulness," paralleled the in the meeting time of the interested in the YMCA, whether in conjunction with the officers
national organization composed
concerning "What Did We Get Religious Emphasis Week pro- Veterans Club. The club will an active member or not, is of the Senior Class, arranged
of professional people interestOut
of
Religious
Emphasis gram.
for a parking lot for senior
meet on the first and third eligible to vote.
ed and engaged in advancing
Week?"
To
be
allowed
to
vote,
these
students. The old problem of
The
week
of
March
3-March
Tuesday
of
each
month,
at
the theory and philosophy of
The business meeting follow- 10 has been designated as Na- 6:30 p. m. in Room No. 1, students not members of the student tickets for the Caromanagement through teaching,
ing the discussion included a re- tional 4-H Club Week.
The Chemistry Building. The club YMCA must register prior to lina - Clemson football game
research, and publication.
arose again after the unpopular
The Academy was founded to port from committees, and read- leaders and officers of the board will meet on the same the election date. Registration
system adopted this year by the
Clemson
4-H
Club
hope
that
ing
of
the
attendance
regulations
is
strictly
voluntary
and
free,
days
at
4
p..
m.
The
board
foster the search for truth and
This
is
members will take an active part meetings are held in ft club and will begin on Tuesday, Feb- athletic department.
the general advancement of by the secretary.
(Continued on Page 3)
ruary 21.
room in the Student Center.
learning through free discussion and research in the field of
management.
The Industrial Management
Department of Clemson, which
Dr. Trevillian heads, was created last year to train personnel
Voting for the change of time
interested in following careers
associated with business and for the Junior Senior banquet evening dresses which are someindustry. The first students were will be held Monday, February times hard to crowd under a
admitted to the curriculum in 20 in the hall leading to the post table, both dances might be held
in the dining hall instead of
September of 1955. At present office.
Representatives from the Stu- holding one in the Field House
265 students are majoring in
dent Government will count the as last year, and the speaker
this department.
votes and release the results to would have a little longer to
the TIGER for publication next entertain the crowd and would
week. Students must have iden- not have to give up more than a
tification cards to vote.
weekend to come to the banThe suggest change is that quet.
Professor Vemon
H.
Poe, the Junior Senior banquet be
Ideas against the change is
faculty advisor to the Clemson held in the afternoon on Satthat the atmosphere of a banbranch of American Institute of urday instead of the usual
quet in the daytime will not
Electrical Engineers, and chair- early evening hour on Friday.
be the same as in the eveIt
is
the
opinion
of
commitman of Student Activities, Rening. The attire of suits and
gion Four AIEE (Southeast), tees working on the banquet dresses is not as appropriate
recently attended the Winter that the advantages of the plan as the formal wear of previous
General Meeting of the Ameri- outweigh the disadvantages.
years, and the afternoon hour
Some of the ideas for the
can Institute of Electrical Engiwould cut several hours off
neers. This meeting was held change are: dates who cannot "houseparty time" for those
in New York January 30-Feb- leave until late Friday woula who are in the mountains that
not have to rush for the early
ruary 3.
weekend.
Clemson will be host to the banquet, Saturday would be an
was under the direction of Dr. irvin Cooper, of
A youth chorus of approximately 350 voices
Think of how these advantages
spring meeting of student mem- added attraction while Friday
the Florida State University of School of Mufrom nearby schools present a program of
sic (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
choral music to open the Clemson Area Adult
bers of AIEE from Region Four night would not be as rushed, and disadvantages will affect
Education Center Tuesday night. The group
girl* would not have to wear you and vote accordingly.
on April 11-14.

Student Chaplain
Opens Counciling
Office In Chapel

Senn, Horticulture Professor, Tiger Brotherhood
To Stage Banquet
Receives Danforth Award
AICE, ACS Hold
Uquid Air
Demonstration

Al Clemson House

Greenville News
Gives Scholarship

Canterbury Club
Starts Weekly
Lenten Programs

Johnson Wins
Rotary Award

YMCA Council
Trevillian, IM Head Holds Meeting

Named To Academy

Smith Speaks
To 4-H Club

'Y' Cabinet Will
Elect Officers

NOTICE!

Vote For Change of Jr.-Sr.
Banquet Will Be Held Tuesday

Poe Attends
A.I.E.E. Meeting
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Honesty Still The Best Policy
I STUDENT had the unfortunate mishap last week of
losing a twenty dollar bill. He had no idea where he
lost it and was in quite a state of affairs. He told several
of his friends about the incident and asked them to be on
the lookout for any traces of the missing bill. One of
these boys was in a bull session one night when another
fellow stated that.he had found a twenty that day.
The boy was told about the student who had lost a bill
and they got tbgether for a conference. The money was
returned to the rightful owner and all concerned were
happy.
This is an indication that honesty is still the byword
among the majority of the student body. The only incident that has been on a large scale this year is the disappearance of a rifle from the Quartermaster. There
has been no report of widespread thievery as has been
the case at times in the past.
Maybe one of these days Clemson can have an honor
system installed. Then there will beaio fear of losing
valuables. It will also help out in the classroom when
quizzes are given. Until the time that an honor system
is installed at Clemson it is comforting to know that many
still adhere to the old saying of "Honesty is the best
policy."
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

SPRING? IS HERE AGAIN
~©*U8»„itf HA****

«VT'

Ditches Appear Again on Campus;
Hall System Improvement
By Roger Yike

On Campus

with

(Author of '•Bartfoot Bty Wtt» Cluck," tie.)

VIVE LE POPCORN!
The other day as I was walking down the street picking up
tinfoil (Philip Morris, incidentally, has the best tinfoil, which
is not surprising when you consider that they have the best
cigarettes, which is not surprising when you consider that they
buy the best tobaccos and the best paper and put them together
with skill and loving care and rush them to your tobacco counter,
fresh and firm and loaded with gentle smoking pleasure to lull
the palate and beguile the senses and shoo the blues) the other
day, I say, as I was walking down the street picking up tinfoil
(I have, incidentally, the second largest ball of tinfoil in our
family. My brother Eleanor's is bigger—more than four miles
in diameter—but, of course, he is taller than I.) the other day,
as I was saying, while walking down the street picking up tinfoil,
I passed a campus and right beside it, a movie theatre which
specialized in showing foreign films. "Hmmmm," I said to myself, "I wonder how come so many theatres which specialize in
showing foreign films are located near campuses ?"
And the answer came right back to me: "Because foreign
films are full of culture, art, and esoterica, and where is culture
more rife, art more rampant, and esoterica more endemic than
on a campus? Nowhere, that's where!"

GRASS UPROOTED AGAIN . . .
For the umpteenth time, the office of
Dig More Holes Daily has struck again on
the campus. This time they have attacked the area immediately in front of A section and are rapidly clearing a smoother
path to China. In fact,' this statement
may be clarified by saying that they are
almost under A section. With a minimum
of effort and a maximum of something,
these showmen of the shovel have managed to cover a considerable amount of nice
green grass.
This work has definitely
been a detriment to those who desire to
use their windows as means of entering
and exiting from their rooms. The trench,
reminiscent of World War I days in
France, also proves an excellent disposal
unit for those who have not yet fully recovered from the dance weekend.
Seriously though, for the interested
multitudes who wish to know the cause
for this latest flurry of action, here it is.
They are waterproofing the wall for about
the third time. So far those of you on th,e
ground floor who have noticed a dampness on your floor do not despair. It is
only an underground seepage.
AND SPEAKING OF DANCES .. .
This dance weekend was certainly one
of the best and the visiting dignitaries
(dates to the uncultured) were certainly
goodlooking. In case anyone is thinking
of a nice long rest and wants to spend time
on studies remember this.
The next
dance is about four weeks away so you
had better make plans now. Even though
many were falsely labeled "snakes" there
were definitely plenty of enthusiastic
sightseers who managed to make many
notes between the dances. So take heed ye
who wish a return engagement.
NO MORE LINES ...
Yes, one line at Clemson has been eliminated through the cooperation of several

fel&f* hopiao Me'tltuta back into J $lOBli1l„<>
I hope that all of you have been taking advantage of the
foreign film theatre near your campus. Here you will find no
simple-minded Hollywood products j-full of treacly sentiment
and machine-made bravura. Here you will find life itself — life
in all its grimness, its poverty, its naked, raw passion 1
Have you, for instance, seen the recent French import, Le
Jardin de Ma Tante" ("The Kneecap"), a savage and uncompromising story of a man named Claude Parf um, whose consuming ambition is to get a job as a meter reader with the
Paris water department? But he is unable, alas, to afford the
flashlight one needs for this position. His wife, Bon-Bon, sells
her hair to a wigmaker and buys him a flashlight. Then, alas,
Claude discovers that one also requires a leatherette bow tie.
This time his two young daughters, Caramel and Nougat, sell
their hair to the wigmaker. So Claude has his leatherette bow-tie,
but now, alas, his flashlight battery is burned out and the whole
family, alas, is bald.
Or have you seen the latest Italian masterpiece, La Donna E
Mobile ("I Ache All Over"), a heart shattering tale of a boy and
his dog? Malvolio, a Venetian lad of nine, loves his little dog
with every fibre of his being. He has one great dream: to enter
the dog in the annual dog show at the Doge's palace. But that,
alas, requires an entrance fee, and Malvolio, alas, is penniless.
However, he saves and scrimps and steals and finally gets enough
together to enter the dog in the show. The dog, alas, comes in
twenty-third. Malvolio sells him to a vivisectionist.
Or have you seen the new Japanese triumph, Kibutzi-San
("The Radish"), a pulse-stirring historical romance about
Yamoto, a poor farmer, and his daughter Ethel who are accosted
by a warlord on their way to market one morning? The warlord
cuts Yamoto in half with his samurai sword and runs off with
Ethel. When Yamoto recovers, he seeks out Ethel's fiance,
Chutzpah, and together they find the warlord and kill him. But,
alas, the warlord was also a sorcerer and he has whimsically
turned Ethel into a whooping crane. But loyal Chutzpah takes
her home where he feeds her fish heads for. twenty years and
keeps hoping she'll turn back into a woman. She never does. Alas.

Manners Slip Slightly During Dance
Weekend; Want to Review A Book?
OUR MANNERS ARE
SHOWING AGAIN

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT ....

WROTE HIS Cf?IBNQT£S S
COULD HARDLY READ 'EW.«

TALK OF THE TOWN

By Charles I. Sanders

by Dick Bibler

•EY£5T£AIN-HE
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different groups. Mr. Fields in the dining hall has consented to having the
doors open ten minutes early to allow
students to enter and avoid the line, the
weather, and the numerous cuts accumulated as one is pushed through a glass door
day after day. This plan should work
very well for the better of all involved.
There are just a few suggestions necessary to insure complete success.
The blessing will be said at 7:00, 12:15
and 5:30 for the three meals. So if you
are one of the lucky ones with a vacancy
before a meal or manage to arrive early
under various other pretenses, be patient.
Sit calmly at your table and carry on an
intellectual conversation with the person
next to you. Please don't trip, kick or
maul the waiters as they are setting the
tables. If it were not for them, the food
would not arrive at the tables at all. So
be considerate of their feelings and temperments.
Most of us will have to serve time in
the Army and during that space of time
we will be fortunate to be a member of
many lines of varying lengths and descriptions.
If everyone will cooperate
with the new system, we can all be free
from fighting lines until we enlist.
OVERHEARD...
"Its too bad that we can't get guest
speakers for the convocations like they
did last year. It really would be beneficial to Clemson."
"Let's have a Ring Dance, Costume Ball,
Spring Hop or anything besides a Military
Ball."
"All right, already. If you won't buy
me a glass of milk, I will buy it myself."
"Would' you give me your girl's address?"
"Does anybody know a nasty outline for
the TAPS pictures?"

A Word To The Wise
By DICK ELLIOTT,
Assistant Student Chaplain

Ones again, Religious Emphasis Week
has come and gone. For a week we have
heard numerous comments of praise for
this yearly effort to bring religion closer
to the lives of all Clemson students. Some
of us are hasty in thought and decision for
we already have placed the label of success on this chapter of the Clemson College story, a story that shall live forever
because R.E.W. means what it does on
our campus. Let's not close the book and
wait for a new chapter to be written next
year. Now is the chance of a lifetime, a
chance to make our religious convictions
grow and add to the success story of
those who have gone before us, all those
thousands of Clemson men who believed
in us.
No one person can realize the value and
success of this year's R.E.W. The true
value will come in the years and even centuries to follow. In an unbroken line,
Clemson men with a strong conviction
for life and a closeness to God will march
through history and reflect glory back to
this great campus in its secluded spot.
This past week we witnessed and expe(Wu Shulmui. 1958
The maker* of Philip Morrit, who bring you this column, hope rienced fellowship with many graduates
that if there'll tmoking in the balcony of your cam pun theatre, it will of Clemson who had returned to their
be today'* now, gentle Philip Morn* you'll be tmoking.
school to share their religious convictions

with us by leading discussions in various
forum groups. Each of these prominent
men at one time sat in the same spot we
now rest upon. There was an opportunity ahead of them, just as there is
ahead of each student here now. These
men saw this great chance to do God and
man a service and they did something
about it.
We are much better prepared to do service to mankind for we have the success
of our predecessors to start from. A lot
of progress has been made in religion, but
the field of growth ahead has no limits.
The good goal for common brotherhood
for all men and complete submission to
the will of God is far ahead unless each
of us takes a definite stand for God. There
is something missing in our religious beliefs if we cannot live it from day to day.
Every day should be a day for Religious
Emphasis and every day should be God's
day.
Through our united efforts let's
make this year's Religious Emphasis
Week the best that has ever come to
Clemson College by extending its influence out into the world that is drifting
away from God's will toward the will of
man.

A couple of incidents came up this past
week which indicated that it is time for
another request that certain elements of
the student population shape up or ship
out. These incidents were nothing especially outlandish; they were just ordinary examples of stupidity and rudeness.
During the dance last Friday night, a
number of stags decided to display to the
world the fact that they had no dates and
were probably too horrible to have any.
This group, fortunately small, stationed
itself beneath the stairs leading to the
lounge from the loggia and proceeded to
make a series of unnecessary, rude, and
embarrassing remarks as the visiting girls
and their escorts passed by. Naturally
these remarks made a fine impression on
the visitors.
The first incident can be attributed to
the general lack of morals and intelligence of those causing it. But try and explain why several Clemson "men" leaned
out of the windows and yelled at the school
crowd here Tuesday. Some of the girls
might have been cute, but should college
students go wild over girls twelve years
old?
It is the little happenings that add up to
the reputation of the school. As has been
said in the past, only a few are needed to
hurt the standing of the many. Make
sure you are not one of the fatal few.
EVERYTHING COMES IN THE MAIL
There was a very unusual request in
the mail this week. Somebody wanted
us to review a book. The reason why they
picked on us is not very clear. Even yet.
Since they (Ballentine Books, if we must
be specific) went so far as to send us the
particular book they wanted reviewed, we
felt that the least we could do in return
would be to read the book .and write thereon a few words. What we really mean by
the last sentence is not that we would
mar the book by writing on IT, but that we
would mar this fine newspaper by writing about the book. Which is the case. A
book case, get it?
The book was very interesting, although
it might have been labeled "Sample Writings by the Babbling Victim of a Persecution Complex," in which case it could

have been used as a text for Abnormal
Psychology and would bring the publish
ers more than the 35 cents they receivi
for marketing it under the title "In On»
Head and Out the Other" by Roger Price .
But that is their own mistake. The sec
ond mistake; the first one was made whei
they published the book in the first place.
Besides a number of assorted and un
connected articles which take up most a
the book (that fellow Price, accused a
the author, must have wanted to fill spa©
even worse than we do on this newspape?
staff, a desire so great we previously
didn't believe it possible), as we wer^
saying, besides a number of irrevelant ar
tides, the book contains a philosophj *
which should prove of great interest t<
college students everywhere. Price eahV
it Avoidism.
The basic tenet of the philosophy of
Avoidism is that instead of doing things '
(a major fallacy of previous philosophies]
one should avoid doing things. This ideJ
is carried by the author to ridiculous ex
tremes, something up with which the ave*
age student will not put, but the whoU
thing makes a pretty good story in spots *
One such spot is a list of examples o!
people who practiced Avoidism; to quoti
one "Charles Cprnwallis. First Marquk
(1738-1805), eldest son of Charles, the firsf
Earl Cornwallis (1700-62)), was born De
cember 31, 1738, and educated at Eton
•He entered the Army and served in Germany in 1761, where he first practiced afr
tempts at amateur avoiding. He served
as major general in the American War oi
T
ndependence, and by a series of shrewd
errors in judgment managed to avoid winning many decisive engagements, climaxed by his success at the battle of Yorktown in 1781," The author erroneously
ascribes this gem to the Encyclopedia Britannica; actually, we believe, it is a biased
view of the American Revolution written
by an author whose name was conveniently lost in the disturbance surround- %
ing this event.
If you are fond of the sort of misguided
humor displayed in the passage above, os'
if you merely- want to curl up after reading a book, just rush out and steal a copy
of "In One Head and Out the Other." On
second thought, you may borrow our copyl
just don't return it too soon.

:-: DISC-O-PATION

:-:

By Mack McDaniel
Many people wonder why
twenty percent is added to their
bill when they enjoy a floorshow or dancing to an orchestra
in a night club. Well, its more
than just a curiosity to the musician. It is something thai
threatens the continued existance of his profession.
This added amount on a bill
is the twenty percent federal
amusement tax.
Bandleader Guy Lombardo
and National Symphony Conductor Dr. Howard Mitchell, whose
professional paths had never
crossed before, joined forces
with other' well-known figures
in the world of music, at a
Washington press conference
December 13, to make an appeal
on behalf of the "most depressed
professional group in the nation"—America's musicians.
A. W. Zelomek, president of
the International Statisticial Bureau, Inc., said that the Federal
twenty percent Amusement Tax
was one of the chief causes of
unemployment among musicians. He remarked that because
of such a tax, employment opportunities for musicians\ in
places subject to the tax have
dropped fifty-five percent.
"Complete elimination of the

Tax," he said, "would lead to
much higher business income
tax payments, particularly small
business establishments which
provide dancing or entertainment ior their patrons."
Guy Lombardo, whose band
has made entertainment history
by remaining at the same hotel
for more than twenty-five years,
said in answer to reporters'
questions that his continuing
popularity is due to "force of
habit" among his followers. He
added that many other popular
orchestras are being forced out
of existance by the federal tax
which adds twenty percent to
the bill of every customer in a
hotel or restaurant which allows
dancing for its patrons or singing with an orchestra. Such
places cannot survive the tax,
he said, and as a result are doing without music and denying
employment to young musicians.
Mr. Lombardo concluded that
with a few exceptions, such as
his own orchestra, "big name
ibands of a decade ago are reduced to three or four pieces,
playing in cocktail lounges."
Fewer than one-third of Hie
25,000 musicians in the A. T. of
M. are able to live entirely or
even chiefly by their music

The
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these days.
Professor Zelomek emphasized
before the MILLS SUBCOMMITTEE of the JOINT ECONOMIC REPORT that the musicians feel that they are being
discriminated against because
similar taxes on such amusement
places as theatres were reduced
last year to ten percent while
the "cabaret tax" has gpne unchanged since the war years.
In his report, Zelomek pointed out that "Music is a major
element of the nation's cultured
life, and to have music, we must
have musicians, and to have fine
musicians, we must have an economic breeding ground for musicians of all kinds."
The musician holds-the same
relation to the nation's cultured
health as the farmer holds to the
nation's economic health. When
the farmer was depressed by economic changes, the nation,
through the Federal Government, gave him help, and stilldoes. But in a period during
which the musician has been
depressed by technological
changes, his economic position
hp- been further impaired by the
twenty percent tax on music,
dancing, and entertainment,
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of the student body and the respect of the college administration. In this narrow path established by necessity, it is often necessary to compromise
where opinions differ. Nonetheless, there is ever present
student representation — a significant point in itself.
Some projects proposed by
our Student Government this
year have failed. We have
been unable to secure appropriations for having' noted
speakers on campus. A class
cut system offered by the
Student Government was
Student Government was
heard bat turned down by a
faculty committee. And there
have been other such examples. A feet becomes apparent to the Student Government that is not often understood by the student body.
That is that the administration of the college hag problems unknown to us, that must
be considered when requests
are made by Hie Student
Government. For this reason,

Student Assembly
By Hugh MeLawrin
DINING HALL SITUATION
Sincere thanks should be offered to all concerned with
fiie new dining hall set-up. The waiters have been very
cooperative. It would be a big help to these fellows
serving tables if everyone would refrain from tilting
ihe chairs against the tables. This obstruction could very
easily trip someone or'block the aisles. There has been
no eating before Divine Blessing and the fellows have
been able to come directly into the dining hall without
Standing in lines waiting. I think that the new system is
Working fine and should continue to do so with everyone!' cooperation.
THE STUDENT LOAN FUND
Last week-end proved the need for a Student Loan
Fund. Many fellows were caught short for the weekend. The loan fund came in at a good time for these
boys. However, there wasn't quite' enough money to
go around to everyone who needed it. The total amount
of money available to students is $608.20, but, every cent
has been loaned out. During past years this fund was
donated by cadets through their companies. We should
be thinking of some method by which we can build upfhc loan fund and make the services of (Men availabte to
move students.
CAMPUS RADIO STATION
The student station for campus lies real rxweibilities.
Tarious sources have been contacted concerning equipment for the station. Judging from the comments that
I have heard in the past, I feel sure that there will be
enough people in the student body Interested in order
to swing this in a big way. A lot of students will be needed to staff the station well enough to put it into operation. Disc jockeys, engineers, newscasters, and various
other staff members wilUbe needed. If you are interested in any phase of the work, contact any member of
the student government.

that Doc (Showboat) Morgan
played the lover role this weekend, but was still obnoxious. He
(Morgan) just can't live if he is
not seen and heard.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) hears that
Mac (the Mermaid) Hendee and
Jan (Ivy League) Doar couldn't make it to the dances. You
were not missed though, Slobs.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) hears that
Blab (the Campus Slob) Robinson was coming to the dance,
but couldn't get a baby sittei
Jor his ready made family.
that Woody (Nature's Mistake
No. X) Middleton was his usual
self at Lake Jamaica. "Motor
Mouth" in a cellophane suit.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Lynn (toe lovely) Hendrieks was the only man at the
dance wearing his colonel diamonds on his tux. What some
people won't do to impress a
crowd.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) is no longer
worried. If Gene (Fat Man)
Wilkes can get a date, anyone
can.
—ODCAR SATS—

that Leonard (Needle Nose)
Humphries really made out this
week-end. He (Humphries) got
an invitation to the Sumter
High School Jr.-Sr.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Lance (Slouch) Williams
didn't bring his 13 year old to
the dance. She-sent her love
, on Valentine's Day though anyway.
—OSCAR SATS—
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Letters
To
Tom

Dear Tom,
The subject of this letter is
one which has been "raked over
the coals" a number of times by
Clemson students. In my opinion another good "raking" might
be of some benefit to all concerned.
The laundry service this year
is not any better as far as speed
goes. We certainly cant be
neat and clean if our laundry
isn't ready on time. Then there
is the old problem of quality vs.
quantity. I am sure that eacn
student here realizes that the
laundry handles a large volume
of work each day. Since this
situation is true it is reasonable
to assume that our clothes can't
be laundered and pressed to
me. Just quit trying to guess perfection. For a student to
who I am and bandage up your expect this would be to expect
the almost impossible. This case
wounds.
is true of clothes taken down
in laundry bags to be cleaned
—OSCAR SAYS—
by the "regular methods."
that the football team is now
Tom, this rule should not appaying for the week-end's fun. ply to clothes which are taKen
down to the laundry to be given
Poor punks.
special care and treatment. For
—OSCAR SATS—
this service the student pays an
mat Rachel (Miss Insignifi- extra charge. Since this servcant) Cole has a new star in ice costs extra it should be a
policy of the laundry departher crown. She has the bigges. ment to give these clothes better
mouth on the campus since An- treatment, and to turn out
quality work instead of the ever
drews is gone.
present quantity type.
—OSCAR SATS—
There has been an increase in
that he (Oscar) thinks it was the costs for this service. We
a great dance put on by "Goggle students are able to realize that
Eyes" Cureton and his boys, but the higher prices of detergents,
he (Oscar) has never seen so soaps, starches, and labor make
many cellophane suits and I this service increase necessary.
There is a logical question which
might add, dresses.
we should, and do, ask. Shouldn't
we be able to expect an increase
FAMILY CAREERS
in work quality to go hand in
. The professional humorist was hand with the increase in price?
having his shoes shined. "And is These increased charges fairly
your father a bootblack, too?" well parallel the charges of com
mercial laundries. There is, at
he asked the boyt
"No, sir," replied the boot- least, a fair degree of assurance
that the commercial establishblack, "my father is a farmer."
"Ah!" said the professional ments will give the desired type
humorist, reaching for his note- of work. Competition in our
book. "He believes in making | business world forces business
establishments to meet the cushay while the son shines."

No Need For Silly Excuses As
Inferno Consumes Columnist
By C. Arenadores
As I sat gazing pensively
over the landscape the other
day, I smelled something
burning. Directing my gaze
downward, I discovered that
it was my left foot that was
on fire.

pity." Who in the world would
believe a story such as that?
She might think I was just
trying to avoid her; the next
time we met she would be spiteful and unpleasant, and would
make snide remarks about the
burned places on my leg.
Actually, the burned places
would not he just on my leg.
The flames had crept np over
my chest while I was pondering, and the sparks were now
becoming a bit bothersome. I
wondered if perhaps it would
rain and extinguish the fire
before it began singeing my
hair.
I dislike having my hair
singed, although some of my
friends maintain that it is the
best way to keep hair from
falling out.
The fire apparently had no
respect for my wishes, for It
slithered on up over my skull
and cremated the remaining portion of flesh and hair.
I wish now I hadn't waited so
long to extinguish the blaze. In
my present condition I cannot
call my date to tell her I won't
be able to escort her to the concert this evening. At any rate,
this situation prevents having
to make some dreadfully silly
excuses.

This struck' me as being
that BU (Zero) Voight had a somewhat odd, as I do not
terrific corn bill over the week- smoke, was not near a fire
end and couldn't afford but one (except that on my left foot),
dance. His expenses were les- and had successfully avoided
lened by Smith (Jelly Roll) those of my acquaintance who
Chance; however. He got corn . are addicted to practical jokes.
I wondered about the unsual
Jor both of them wholesale.
phenomenon as the fire finish—OSCAR SATS—
ed off the flesh on the extremithat he (Oscar) hears that A. ties and began licking up around
B. (Country) Blanton requested my ankle. It was rather una square dance number Friday fortunate that this sort of thing
night You can take the boy had to happen on a Saturday afout of the country, but not the ternoon; I had a date to attend
a Mozart concert in the evening,
country out of the boy.
and there might be some awk—OSCAR SAYS—
wardness in explaining to my
that Ben (Rowdy) Crowder date just why I couldn't take
has been so unhappy out of this her that night.
After all, one cannot sudcolumn. Here's your name now
so be contented for another denly call up one's friend and
tell her "Sorry, old girl, but
week, high school.
my left leg has burned off
—OSCAR SAYS—
and I won't be able to make
that he (Oscar) names the concert tonight. Dreadful
Charlotte (Miss Ugh) Beckley
««««s««ca«K«K«a«ss»aes*!:
and John (the high schooler)
Duffle 'Mr. and Miss «R' of the
Week". He (Oscar) suggests the
ANDERSON, S. &
Lonely Hearts Club to both of
Farm
Implements
- - Sporting Goods
you.
"Serving
This
Section
Since 1895"
—OSCAR SATS-

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

that he (Oscar) hears the
TAPS Staff is more like the local chapter of A. A. than anything else.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that you punks aren't even
•Jose with your guesses about
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J.E.SIRR.NECO.JNC.
—ENGINEERS—
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

some of our proposals, although outwardly apparently
sound, may not be best for the
college hi light of all existing
factors. This fact we must
not overlook. It is not my
point here to say that we are
weak. On the contrary, these
examples are few compared
with our successes, and in
each apparent failure a significant step has been taken
for future steps by Hie Student Government.
In conclusion, I wish to commend this Student Assembly
and its leaders for an outstanding record until now. I wish
you success in this term of great
challenges and greated opportunities."
Jim Humphries
Student Body President

Textile Head
Will Attend
Cotton Clinic
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of
the Clemson College School of
Texxtiles, Dr. E. A. Murray, Research Specialist and Dr. A. N.
J. Heyn, of the Textile Management Department, are attending
the Cotton Research Clinic.
This Clinic is being held at
the Carolina Hotel in Pinehurst,
North Carolina, February 1517. The Cotton Research Clinic
is sponsored by the National
Cotton Council of America.
Dr. Brown is presenting a
paper pertaining to the develops
ment of a new machine for a
continuous method of measuring yarn modulus.

HOKE SLOAN
Just Arrived - Jantzen "T" Shirts, Jantzen
Swim Trunks, Jantzen Walking Shorts.
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Student Assembly Hears
(Continued from Page Is)
being studied kt the hope that College. The question there
an acceptable solution can be being "Would fraternities be
offered next year, based on a good or bad for the student body
respect for student integrity. here?"
And finally, the Senior Council
Clemson is host to the South
has been reorganized in keep- Carolina Student Government
ing with the new conditions im- Association in March at the an
posed upon it, and has establish- nual convention. This repreed and enforced a high standard sents a big job ahead in the few
of conduct on the campus this remaining weeks before the
year.
convention. We hope to affilIt is obvious that the Stu- iate with the National Student
dent Government has been Association soon, to receive the
extremely active, both by ne- benefits of the experience of
cessity and desire. With an- many other schools such as ours
other semester ahead, there who have successfully faced
remains, however, a great deal many of the same problems that
to be accomplished. Para- appear before us today. At the
mount will be three items: the request of the Student Govern
establishment of a campus ment, the dining hall has agreed
radio station, the institution to try a new system designed to
and administration of a facul- do away with waiting in lines
ty and course evaluation pro- for meals. The system in addigram, and a thorough study tion was proposed to restore
of a workable honor system some of the close fraternal spirit
to be established next fall if which grew within the cadet
desired by the student body corps.
The Student Government will
and faculty. These proposals
represent a magnificent chal- make a bid for an improved exlenge to the three branches of amination schedule, based on
Student
Government this the insertion of a free day between the final classes of the
ynar.
In addition, there are many semester and the first examiother opportunities for progress nations. The success of this
this semester. Not the least of proposal, as with many others,
these is a complete study and rets with the adminitration of
report on the fraternity system the college. And yet, still other
as it would apply to Clemson plans are on the . agenda for
consideration by this assembly.
While discussing past and
tomers' demands. Since the
costs for dry cleaning and spec- future action of the Student
ial laundry work, by the college Government, it is in order to
laundry, are in the same brack- discuss the problems encounet with those of commercial tered. First, we must reallaundries shouldn't the authori- ize the limit of authority of
ties start thinking along com- the Student Government. It
is not to administer the colpetitive lines?
Due to the fact that clothes lege, but to represent the stucost a great deal today it is dtnt body to the administrafoolish for a person to send tion of the college. Therethem to a laundry where they fore, in dealing with matters
are sure to come back with under the control of the adbuttons off the shirts, holes in ministration, the role of Ihe
trousers caused by zippers be- Student Government is to
ing crushed in ironers, and socks sample and weigh student opwith holes in the tops caused inion, and to make recomby metal tags being punched mendations to the administration. In doing this, Student
into them.
Tom, I am sure that a little 4Government must realize the
more careful attention to our position it occupies. First, it
clothes would be appreciated by is a representative of the stuthe whole -student body. Is it dent body; not a tool of the
too much to ask for our clothes administration.
to be given better care so that
Secondly, however, it must
we may be as neat and clean as always act only after considerwe are expected to be? Cer- ing problems facing both the
tainly letters like this one would student body and the college adbe unnecessary if these sug- ministration, directing its action
gestions were applied. Thanks, toward the realization of a still
Tom!
better Clemson. To be successful, Student Government must
Sincerely yours,
Dan Richards maintain the support and faith

engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematicians...

CAN YOU THINK
BEYOND MACH 2?
Designing Airborne Vehicles of the Future travelting at speeds so great that thin air becomes a
blazing, solid wall...is the challenge that North
American offers to aeronautical engineers and to
specialists in most other sciences.
Join North American's engineering operations at
Los Angeles. Here's where the F-100 SUPER

SABRE*-holder of the world's first supersonic
speed record-was designed and built..Share the
knowledge and experience that has led to North
American's supersonic supremacy. Be a part of a
compact team of top engineers and scientists.
Work on the most advanced projects right from
the start. Enjoy personal rewards and recognition
from challenging assignments.

See your Placement Office for an appointment with the North American Representative, or Writ*
Bill Manse, Dept. KCOL, Engineering Personnel Office, North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 41, Caff.

Engineering Ahead for a Better Tomorrow

A

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. TO
♦Reg. V.8. Pat. OS.
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When classes are through
And your girl's close to you
Here's a good thing to do-have a CAMEL!

MoMfofe
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Tigers End Season With Carolina-Furman
Tiger Tanksters Down
Carolina Swim Team
Clemson's swimming team finally broke into the win
column again with a 57-25 drubbing of the Gamecocks
of Carolina. Having lost six meets in a row since December 14 when they beat Wofford, the tankmen were
hungry for a win. Tuesday, February 14 was a sad day
indeed for the Carolina swimming team.

In the 200 backstroke, Dowdl*
took a first place for Clemson
with a time of 2:49. Wilson,
swimming this event for th«
first time, took third place.
With Wes Millard sidelined
for the season due to an accident which broke his jaw, Wes
New came into his own by taking a first place in the 440
yard freestyle event with a time
of 5:52.8. New is another' man
who has been steadily improving this year and should also
show up well in the conference
this year.
In the 200 yard breaststroke,
Van Ravenstein lost by 2% seconds to Campbell of Carolina,
Campbell's time was 2:51 and
Van Ravenstein's time was
2:53.5. In the way of improvements, Van Ravenstein has
brought his time down to th«

By Louis Jordan
SPRING IS COMING
By the looks of the practice fields over the campus, one
John Dowdle, Van Raven
certainly can tell that spring will soon be here. Every
stein, and Wes New started time yet. Baranshire of Carothings off right with a first lina and John Dowdle of Clemnook and corner of the big field behind the old barracks
place in the 300 yard medley son followed in that order. Ackon the quadrangle is occupied every afternoon with boys
relay. Their time was 3:29. In erman and Dowdle have been
running, taking exercises or just standing around watchthe 22 yard freestyle Dick Car- steadily improving in this event
ter, and Bonum Wilson grabbed and should show up quite well
ingoff first and second place respec- in the conference this year.
This is a sure sign of spring and warmer days ahead.
tively. Carter's time was 2:35.
Porcher managed to get secMost of the boys are out for spring football practioe,
Mac Hendee and Joel Porcher ond m the diving event with
took first and third in the 50 125.4 points. Meyers of Carothough. The rest are scattered among the different
yard dash while Bailey of Car- lina was first with 171.4 points.
sports of track, tennis and baseball.
olina took second. Hendee's
Hendee brought in another
Most of the baseball players are down on the fields
first place time was a swift 25.6 first place with a fine time of
across from the fieldhouse where they, too, are preparseconds. Louis Askerman haul- 57.7 seconds. Louis Ackerman
ed down first place in the 200 of Clemson was second and
ing for a big season. Coach Bob Smith will be looking
yard individual medley with a Baranshire of Carolina w
forward to a fine start for his boys this year as the outtime of 2:30 which is his best third.
(Continued on page 5)
look is fair. With several players coming up from the
freshman team to help the old members, things are sure
to go well.
Dick Swetenburg will be back on the first sack
which will mean strength in the infield to help back
up Leonard Humphries on the pitcher's mound. Leonard, along with Don Shealy and Bill Toth, will be the
game with the Tigers in the game with FurBill Yarborough goes high into the air to sink
strength of the returning pitching staff while there is
one of his specialty hook shots from the cor- man next Thursday night (TIGER photo by
great help there in Johnnie Drake.
ner. Yarborough is playing his last regular Bob Huey.)
Many positions will change hands before the season
opens so there is no telling what the lineup will be.
Lockhead's Georgia Division's long-range expansion proGO OUT TO THE BALL GAME
gram offers unlimited opportunities to young Engineers ir*
Even though baseball season is still a good while off,
Aircraft Corporation
terested in career development.
I want to urge all the students to go out to the ball games
Georgia Divison
Advanced research an development are underway on nuclar
whenever possible. This year there will be no military
energy and its relationship to aircraft. A number of other
obligations to keep students from going out on Tuesday
highly significant classified projects augumented the extenafternoons to see the boys in action and there will be no
The Clemson basketball team is on its last leg of playsive production program on the new C-130 turbo-prop transformations to be met to force boys to leave the game ing now as the Tigers prepare for the last two games of years and has lettered for the
ports and B-47 jet bombers.
Carolinians.
early.
the season, Furman and Carolina.
Lockheed's Engineering Representatives, Frank Sutton, Dave
At the center position there
The ball games that are played here at Clemson are
The Tigers have played both teams before at least once
Rogers, and Waymon Knight, will be on campus Thursday,
will
probably
be
Lee
Collins
on
for the students to enjoy and the students should take and they have met the Gamecocks twice, winning one
February 23, Friday, February 24, and Saturday, February 25
advantage of this point. There will be no charge for the and dropping the other in a hard fought contest, which the list for the starting five.
to discuss your future in Lockheed's expanding program.
Clemson students and even though there is not too much found Carolina on top as the final whistle sounded by a Lee is six feet-six inches tall
A group meeting will be held at 6 PM, Thursday, February
and weighs 225 pounds. He is a
room for seats, there is always plenty of standing room. score of 94-79.
23, in Olin Hall at which time a color movie describing the
senior playing his last year with
NOT ONLY BASEBALL
The Tigers took the first game
manufacture and flight of Lockheed's new Hercules turbothe Gamecocks.
Baseball is not the only sport that is played in the they placed with the Gamecocks In this game the scoring hon- At the guard spots, Johnson
prop transport cargo plane will be shown. All interested stuspringtime when boys should get out into the open air. down in Jacksonville, Fla., at ors were again given to Vince will probably start Bobby Mcdents are invitedthe Gator Bowl tournaments
Golf, tennis and track all are spring sports and should when they took top honors with Yockel but this time he was Coy and Jack Neeley. McCoy is
See your Placement Officer lor further details.
only able to capture 19 points in a six footer and weighs in at
get the attention that baseball gets and that football gets their 94-87 victory.
170 pounds while Neeley is althe outing.
in the fall.
This was one of the most
so six feet tall he only tops the
Apparently the entire Tiger scales at 155. Both are juniors
Aircraft Corporation
spectacular games for the Tigers
The golf team will be playing matches at the Boscoup until that time. In this game team was not up to their scor- and still have another year to
Georgia Division
bel golf course this spring as they have in the past.
they were playing on a winner ing standards for the event as play. They lettered last season
The members of this team welcome all spectators and
the
scoring
column
should
inditake all basis and take all they
(Continued on page 5)
cate. Yarborough came through
did.
have expressed their wishes for more interest in this
with only 8 points while Dick
sport on the Clemson campus.
Vince Yockel was the big gun Yeary was the second high
The track team works hard all .spring in preparation in the event as he cracked the scorer with 14 to his credit.
net from everywhere to wind
for their meets in which they represent the school. A up the evening's folly with 31 Cameron and Brinkley had 10
track meet is very interesting to watch and is sometimes points. This was the highest each as both Seay and Smith
as exciting as a close football game. Maybe the extra number of points scored by dropped short of their usual
scoring with only 9 and 5 recheering that one spectator gives to an individual run- Yockel up until this time.
spectively.
Exxcluding
Yockel,
the
points
ner could give him the inspiration to push ahead in a
As for the Carolina team,
scored were evenly scattered
close race and cross the finish line first.
throughout the members of the Coach Frank Johnson put his
This spring should be called "Support your team
team with Cameron and Smith faith in Grady Wallace, who is
scoring 15 each while Bill Yar- their top scoring artist. Wallace
spring" and every member of the Clemson student
borough hit for 14. Ed Brinkley is near the top in the race for
body should stand firmly behind every member of
and Tommy Smith got 10 and 7 number one scorer in the Atlanevery team that represents this school.
points respectively which ac- tic Coast Conference.
counted for a total of 94 points.
HARD KNOCKS
Other members of the GameTo get away from spring sports for a minute, football In the other game with Caro- cock team that will probably be
in the game here at Clemson
is a good topic every afternoon after supper for most of lina the Tigers did not fair so are Marshall Perkins, a six footwell as they were on the short
the students. There are many boys going down to the end of a 94-79 score. This game four inch lad who tips the scales
practice field to watch the 1956 football team at work. was played at Carolina where at 165 pounds. Perkins is a
Coach Howard has his boys working hard in long prac- the Gamecocks had the advant- junior who has been playing
with the Gamecocks for three
age of a home ground attack.
tice sessions as they get set for a rugged schedule next
fall.
Clemson will probably be a little weak at the ends but
there are plenty of possibilities for the Tiger team and
only hard work will pan out the best.
There are close
to a hundred boys out for these spring sessions that real
ly take off the sluggishness of winter.
Howard has some new material to work with for the
coming season and will be doing his best to get the cream
of the crop in his sights. A couple of old players that
are back with the Tigers this spring are H. B. Hruorton
A raft of students have already earned $25 in Lucky Strike's
and Gene Crocker. H. B. lettered his sophomore year
Droodle drive. By June, hundreds more will. Better get with it.
but dropped out of school for a semester. He is now back
It's like taking candy from a baby.
with the Tigers and is working hard for a position on
Do as many Droodles as you want. Send them, complete with
the starting eleven next fall.
titles, to Lucky Droodle, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Include your
Gene Crocker showed up good at the quarterback poname, address, college, and class—and the name and address of the
I c
dealer in your college town from whom you most often buy cigarettes.
sition last spring and also as a freshman. Now he is
running at the halfback spot where he hopes to do much
CENTIPEDE
LONG WALK
If we select your Droodle, we'll pay $25 for the right to use it,
DOING CARTWHEEL
ON SHORT PIER
good.
with your name, in our advertising. And we pay for a lot of Droodles
Warren Swenson
Sandy Schreiber
Gonzaga
Texas A & M
As for the old players, Joel Wells is running in his old
that never appear in print! Talk about easy money! This is it!
> tB flsafcBucAi •»• to toelM4!8
position while Jim Coleman has inherited the other halfDROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
the •attttaading opportunities a very par*
back spot from Joe Pagliei.
Ocular engineering seaox to sore to find at
Charlie Bussey, after a good season last fall on the
the Radio Gorporatwo ai America,
gridiron and a good semester at the books, is back in
tori
his slot at the number one quarterback calling plays and
directing the team as captain.
Whitey Jordan, Dick Marazza. Bill Hudson, Willie
tsove wffl be on
Smith and Dalton Rivers are all back to give the line
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1956
strength, while Dick Desimone has returned to the
squad after a season's absence due to a knee operaBn foar placement office* nov far yoni
tion.
tlUfiriimiifirt Aak ten, too, tor literature
One of the surprises is the position of fullback being
Vitti til
dominated by a freshman who did fine work last fall for
Coach McMillan. Lawrence has come up to take over
some of the work at this hard-to-fill position and is running exceptionally well.
Comments from spectators and players seem to indicate that the Tigers have the potentiality to do good for
the coming season. They are strong and will work as a
team and not as individuals. This means a lot on any
team.
AMERICA'S MAD1KG MANUFACTORY OF «GA*ETTM
OA.T. e<j. PRODUCT OF

Graduates

In Engineering ... Mechanical... Civil... Electrical

Yarborough, Four Other Seniors
End Playing Careers At Clemson
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Tigers Lose To Sharp
Cavalier Courtmen

Transfer Student Makes
Good As Clemson Center
By Jerry Ausband
Eugene Blease Seay, better known to Tiger fans as
Gene, is one of the finest basketball players to grace the
floorboards of the field house and other college courts
A transfer from North GreenTille Junior College, Gene has
the height and ability to control
the pivot spot and has the
speed combined with other qualities to ably hold down a forward position. He has played
both in excellent style for the
Tigers thus far. The whole
campus along with the followers of the Clemson five expect big things from Gene next
year when the Tigers really
should roll. He has played a
great part in the Tigers being
rated the most improved team
in the ACC and possibly the
most improved in the nation.
Born in Alta^psta, Virginia
exactly 21 years ago this coming May 21, Gene is the son of
Wilson H. Seay, who is a disabled veteran. His family moved to Westville where Gene
played football, basketball and
bfesebatt. In Welcome where
they went next, Gene also lettered in these three sports. He
was named to the all-tournament and all-county teams
there.
At North Greenville Junior
College, he was all-conference
twice and was named to the alltournament team three times.
He led the scoring for the junior
eollege for two years.
A six foot-six inch junior
weighing 196 pounds, Seay has
found a permanent berth on
the Tiger varsity. His presence
in the game means a lot to the
Tigers as was shown when they
lost by the biggest score this
geason to Duke when Gene was
out with the flu.
Coach Bank McFadden is
depending heavily on Gene to
take up some of the slack which
will be here next year when
both Bill Riser, the only other
center, and Billy Yarborough
graduate. With all due concesgion to these boys, Gene has
taken a lot of the playing load
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Clemson's high scoring Tigers were dropped further
into the Atlantic Coast Conference cellar Monday night
as the underrated Virginia Cavaliers led by their ace forward, Bob McCarty, dropped the Tigertown Terrors 96-85
at Charlottesville. McCarty racked 42 points to lead
the Virginia lads to their first victory after six eonseeutive losses.

off these stars this season and
should be even greater next
year.
Gene is a friendly guy around
the campus. A modest, dependable guy, Gene has high
hopes of bettering his good
scoring mark of this season.
With Gene at i pivot and the
starters from this year who are
left over after graduation, the
Tigers should be one of the
winningest teams in the conference, if not the nation. Seay is
certainly the answer to a lot of
problems which has confronted
Clemson in the past few years.

Howard Announces
Coaches Clinic

Bill Yarborough was tops for
the Tigers with 24 points. Vince
Yockel, Gene Seay, and Tom
Cameron all hit in double figures
for Clemson.
However, McCarty proved to
be too much for the Tigers as
he repeatedly pulled the game
out of the fire for the Cavaliers.
He collected 28 in the second

The Clemson Tiger football team has begun its
spring training. Pictured above is a scene
from one of the scrimmage sessions in which
Head Coach Frank Howard and Ms assistants

survey the situation looking tor any new idea
that might give the Tigers an edge over their
opponents. (Photo by Boh Huey.)

CLEMSON
Yockel, f
Brinkley, f
Smith, f

G F
8 1-2
15-9
2 4-7

Seay, c

3

6-8

Yarborough, g ..11 2-2
Cameron, g
*5 3-6
Yeary, g _ _ _ 1 2-2
Totals
»1 23-36

lead which they never relinquished.
The "never-say-diett Tigers
came back with a threat but no
more minutes later when Yarborough dropped two baskets in
from the outside to bring the
Tigers within three points. However, the threat was short lived
with Virginia, led by McCarty
P T and Cecil Underwood, pulUng
4 17 away to win easily.
4 7
3 8
0 12
Young Husband: "This pie is
9 24 burnt. Send it back to the
4 13 store."
14
Young Wife: "1 didn't buy it
19 85 Ifs my own cremation."

Citadel Defends
In Rifle Match
All of the college rifle teams
in South Caoiria will converge
on Clemson. Saturday, February
18, to participate in the annual
South Carolina Collegiate Rifle
Match. The defending champion from last year will be The
Citadel.
The Clemson team has a perfect record this year with eight
victories and no losses. Colleges
participating are The Citadel,
Presbyterian, Furman, Univer- ■
sity of South Carolina, Wofford
and Qemson.
Trophies will be awarded to
the first and second place teams,
and three individual trophies
will be awarded.
JUST LIKE OUR
POLITICIANS
An Indian had attended services one Sunday morning. The
sermon had been very loud in
spots and the Indian, though a
good Christian, was not greatly
impressed.
Later, when asked how he
had liked the sermon, he said:
"High wind. Big thunder. No
rain!"

Athletic Director Frank Howard of Clemson announced Sathalf to widen a narrow 38-36 Tussy Wind & Leother
Colgate's
urday that he and his staff will
lead at half time.
hold a free clinic for the high
Playing in their second game
school football coaches of South
of the season, the Tigers and
Carolina March 8-10. The clinic
Cavaliers fought tooth and riail
will coincide with spring footfor the first half with the score
Two 47c Tubes
$1.00 Size
ball practice at Clemson which
at the mid-point busier being
will be in session at that time.
38-36 in favor of the University
Recently Howard contacted
of Virginia. Clemson won the
Between 75 and 80 gridders reported to Head Coach i
■
207 high school coaches in this
ons
state to determine their feeling Frank Howard and his staff Monday afternoon for the\* < ■? starter is definite right first game 75-73 in a thriller at
^
,
» ,v „
.•
i-i
-ii now. After we work with the the Tiger Field House.
toward a clinic. The Tiger head opening of„ Clemson's
spring
football
practice
which
will|
Just after the second half beboys for a week w tw0 our staft,
Koiynos
coach said today that the reTimex
continue
for
the
next
four
weeks,
five
afternoons
a
week,
should pretty well have an idea gan, Tiger hot shot Yockel
sponse had been wonderful and
that he is looking forward to a with the climax coming Saturday, March 10, with the of who our best 11 players are." dumped in two points to even
good clinic.
The Tigers will work out five
annual intra-mural game.
Two 47c Tubes
» F P T
Special at
Those coaches who attend will
days a week, excluding Thurs- VIRGINIA
Heading
the
24
lettermen
reMcCarty, f
14 14-16 4 42
denote most of Thursday, March
day because of ROTC drills on
0 1-2 1 1
8, to hearing lectures and the turning for another gridiron sea- now departed Don King. The the campus. A scrimmage game Nelliggan, f
apiece,
Joel
Porcher
with
44,
son
is
Joel
Wells,
the
hard
Underwood,
f
8 6-6 2 12
following day with actual demwill probably be held on the
_ 5 2-4 2 12
onstrations on the field with the charging, free wheeling rising Wes Millard with 38, and John second and third Saturdays Pearre, f
Cooper, c
2 0-0 2 4
Clemson players who will form senior from Columbia who led Dowdle with 27 points.
(Feb. 25, March 3) of the spring
NEW CREST
5 1-3 5 11
the 1956 team. Saturday, March the Atlantic Coast Conference in 154-pounder, who has been call- session with the final day, Sat- Hardy, g
5 4-7 S 14
10, the Clemson team will be ground gaining last year and ed the "headiest quarterback urday, March 10, being devoted Miller, g
divided into two evenly matched who was on everybody's All- I've ever seen" by bis head to the intra-squad game be- Randle, g _ _ _ 0 0-0 1 0
coach, also proved his sharpness
Totals
34 28-38 21 96
units for ah intra-squad game ACC eleven.
Another
highly-regarded
letin
the classroom this past semes- tween two evenly divided teams.
at which time prep coaches at36-49—85
Clemson has its traditional
tending the clinic will observe terman returning is Charlie Bus- ter by ending up with a high
sey,
the
petit
quarterback
of
"B"
average
and
being
named
opener
with
Presbyterian
Sept.
38-58—96
Schick, Remington, Ronson, Sunbeam,
players under actual game conHenderson,
N.
C.
Bussey
will
on
the
All-ACC
scholastic
team
22
and
then
will
meet
in
order
ditions.
$7.50
ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD SHAVER
Most of the coaches in the Up probably step into the shoes of by the American Peoples Ency- Florida, N. C. State, Wake For- up the score. McCarty then
clopedia.
connected
for
a
push
shot,
and
State area have indicated they
Wells is the only returning est, South Carolina, Virginia Virginia guard Bill Miller hit
hope to attend the clinic and
member
of Clemson's versatile Tech, Maryland, Miami, Vir- for three on a free shot and a
favorable responses have also
backfield
of last year. And, al- ginia and Furman.
basket to put the Cavaliers in a
been received from Low State
(Continued from pgae 4)
though Bussey will undoubted
coaches.
point where he is now considerResembling last year's basClemson officials said that the ed one of the best breaststrok- ly be at the signal caller slot,
ketball team, the Clemson swimthe right half and fullback poming team lost their sixth only cost which would be en- ers that Clemson has had in sitions will be contested by a
countered
by
visiting
coaches
straight meet of the current seaquite a while.
group of reserves and several
Clemson's 400 yard relay team, from last year's Cub eleven,
son this past Friday. The team would be lodging ($1.50 per
night)
and
meals
($0.65
breakcomposed of New, Wilson, Por- headed by Rudy Hayes of Pick'
journeyed to Davidson College
last Friday thinking that they fast, $0.85 each dinner and sup- cher, and Ackerman took first ens, a bull-line back which Cub
place and seven points in the
would once again taste the sweet per).
Assisting Howard with the 400 yard freestyle relay event. opponents will long remember.
fruit of victory, but such an
Center and end appear to be
occurrence was not in the cards, clinic will be end coach Bob This was the final event of the two wide open positions in the
The Davidson ntermen handed Jones, line coach Bob Smith, day and wrapped up the meet line. Willie Smith of Spartanthe Tiger tankmen a 48-36 shel- offensive back coach Carl Wise, for the mermen.
burg is the only starting flankdefensive back coach Banks McClemson's next meet is with man back while centers Wingo
lacking.
Dick Carter and Louis Acker- Fadden, head freshman coach Emory on the 24 of February. Avery and Hamp Hunter are
man led the team with 12 and Covington McMillan and assist- From the looks of things, the both gone. Dick DeSimone, who
Tigers should be up for this was out of action last year with
10 points respectively. "Tick" ant frosh tutor Don Wade.
meet and should bring home a knee operation, was placed
Hendee was the third highest
of Davidson sneaked ahead to another victory.
mmm
with 8 points.
at the center spot on the first
Insofar as the individual scor- day of drill.
In the 300 yard medley relay take first by inches. Ackerman
Engineers in control room of one of eleven test cells j
Dowdle, Van Ravenstein and was slower than usual swimming ing for the season is counted up,
Tackle is expected to be manat Willgoos Laboratory record important characteristic*
the first six men are Dick Car- ned by experienced players, with
Porcher took second for Clem- only a fair time of 2:36.
of gas turbine engines in operationJoel Porcher of Clemson took ter with 84 points, Mac Hendee Dick Marazza, state winner of
son. Carter took a first place in
the 220 yard freestyle with a second in the diving event with and Louis Ackerman with 51 the Jacobs Blocking Trophy last
time of 2:26.5 with Wilson of 48 points. Porcher has been
year, Billy 'Hudson and Jack
the Tigers taking fourth place consistant all season in taking freestyle event. He brought Bush heading the list of candifirst
places
in
his
division.
located oa the bank of the Connecticut River
in the event. Tom Rivers, Dahome a first place with a fine dates. Both starting guards
Dick Carter hauled down an- time 5:37.9.
vidson's ace dashman took first
at East Hartford is a singular development facilfrom last year are back in Earle
place in both the 60 yard and other first place in the 200 yard
Van Ravenstien brought home Greene and John Grdijan.
ity—the Andrew Willgoos Turbine Laboratory.
the 100 yard divisions as backstroke event but he wasn't a third in the 220 breaststroke
Here, behind windowless, thick concrete walls,
Howard said that "these play"Tick" Hendee took second in pushed so his time was slower event to add to the Tigers' score. ers are the ones I'll probably
many types of engineers find a never-ending
both events for the Tigers. Hen- than usual. He swam the length In the 400 yard freestyle relay build my team around, but v ^
challenge in the development and testing of
dee swam his best time of the in 2:33.5. John Dowdle took event, Clemson's Hendee, Wil- have some pretty good reserve
advanced aircraft engines.
third
place
for
Clemson
in
the
year in the 100 yard event as
son, Carter and Ackerman com- back and I'm hoping that we'll
he swam the distance in 57 sec- backstroke division.
Test methods used by Pratt & Whitney Airbined their talents to capture a get some help from these rising
There was a surprise in store
craft in their unique laboratory are highly comonds flat.
sophomores. With the possible
first
place
and
seven
more
points
In the 200 yard individual for everybody at the meet when
plex. Tests are conducted on full-scale experiexception of two or three posi
medley, Ackerman of Clemson Louis Ackerman entered the 440 for the Tigers.
mental engines at simulated altitudes up to
took second place while Carroll I
76,000 feet. Extremely high speed airflow, with
pressure and temperature accurately controlled,
duplicates speeds as high as Mach 2.75. To reproduce such prodigious flight conditions, ex(Continued from pgae 4)
traordinary equipment had to be devised. For
with the Gamecocks.
example, a 21,500-hp driving dynamometer supThe Furman squad will make
plies the enormous power needed to test jet
their first appearance in the
engine compressors over a range of speeds from
Clemson Field House this year
Andrew WillgOOS Turbine Laboratory where jet engines and their components are explored.
800 rpm to 16,000 rpm.
«n February 23 when they reCooling water from the Connecticut River can be pumped through a ma2e of conduits at
turn the Clemson visit where the
the rate of 160,000 gallons per minute — 3Vi times the consumption of a city of hall
The
time
lapse
between
development
and
Tigers tromped the Paladins in
• million people.
production
of
new
engines
is
reduced
considera 112-99 thriller in Textile Hall
ably by the advanced facilities of the Willgoos
in Greenville.
Representatives of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company will be
Laboratory. An outstanding example of results
This game was one of the
here on the date shown below to interview Seniors who will receive
achieved through concentrated engineering efhighest scoring games of the
fort and complete research support is the Pratt
B.S. or advanced degrees in the following fields of technical study i
season for both teams. In fact,
& Whitney Aircraft J-57 turbojet Today the
the total scoring in the game
unchallenged leader in its field, the J-57 is
tied the old record for the Clemson team for combined scoring
merely the forerunner of greater aircraft engines
in a single contest. There were
that will power the preeminent military and
211 points scored this year in
commercial aircraft of the future.
the Clemson-Furman game and
ironically enough there were 211
points scored when the two
teams met last season.
Although the game this season was quite rough, there were
<juite a few high scorers on both
B-45 flying test-bed is shown here with an experimental jet engine suspended directly beneath
teams. For the Clemson team,
the bomb bay. Its regular engines are idled while in-flight performance of the turbojet is
there were five men who hit in
observed and recorded. The perfect complement to the complex ground-testing facilities of
the double digit figures. Four
the Willgoos Laboratory, the flying test-bed is another vital factor in reducing engine
Of these lads had 19 points or
development time.
above. Gene Seay was high
scorer for the second game this
season. He hit frequently
enough to put him in one point
World's foremost designer
ahead of Tom Cameron who
and builder
was second highest.
Contact your student placement
Furman had Darrell Floyd on
of aircraft engines
There's a career for YOU at Goodyear
office now —plan now to have a
the mat for a high scoring conin any of the following fields:
test, and he came through for
personal interview!
the Paladians in fine style. Fred
• MACHINE DESIGN
• PUNT ENGINEERING
Fraley was another member of
Goodyear representative will be here on ;
the Furman squad who hit on
•
RESEARCH
• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
long set shots.
• FACTORY MANAGEMENT • TECHNICAL SALES
For the Furman Paladins at
the starting whistle there will
• PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT
probably be at center Bob
Thomas while at the forwards
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
there will probably be Darrell
CONNECTICUT
Floyd and Jimmie Herring. The
Giant refrigeration units from which conditioned air it
guard positions will probably
piped to test cells are located in die large central secbe filled by Fred Fraley and
tion of Willgoos LaboratoiK.
B*H Games,
...... .. j ,

Clemson Loses To
Davidson Swimmers

i, i

Clemson Tigers Begin
Spring Grid Drills

Lotion

Tooth Paste

50*

69*

Writs Watches

Tooth Paste

$10.95

69*

TOOTH PASTE..., 29c,49c,69c
ELECTRIC SHAVERS

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

TANKSTERS

What's doing

at Pratt * Whitney Aircraft
Jet Engines Tested
in World's Most Complete
Privately Owned Turbine Laboratory

"YARBOROUGH

NOTICE^ Opportunity

for technical graduates with Goodyear
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—-1

MARCH 1

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

& WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
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Fellowships In
Radiological
Physics Offered

Tfrwrsiia.y, Fefcraary 18, 1936

S. C. Architects Organize
Foundation To Aid Department

W IT WAS GOOD E-NW
FOR ©RANDPAW—
A few days after a father bad
placed his two children in
school, a book agent eaHed and
said:
''Now that your boys are ia
school you ought to buy them
an encyclopedia."
"Hanged if I do," said th«
father, "let them waik foe sain*
as I did when I was a lad."

Dean Brown Will
Attend Meeting
Dr. H. M. Brown, Dean of
the Clemson College School of
Textiles, is attending the Sixth
nnual Conference of the Textile Division of foe merican Society for Quality Control.
- This meeting is being held at
the Institute of Textiles Technology, Charlottesville, Virginia,
February 13-15.

South Carolina's architects are starting a foundation at
A number of special fellowClemson
College which will benefit the building hadusships in radiological physics ar
fcry
and
the
state as well as their own profession.
available to 1956 ■ college and
This
week
plans
for the Clem- ~~
university graduates in physics,
chemistry, engineering, or the son Architectural Foundation VctCfO flS Cllih
life sciences, who wish to re- were announced following the
ceive graduate training in this first meeting of its board of
trustes held here. Established
relatively new field.
by the state chapter of the AmerThe Veterans Club of Clem
THE HONEYMOON IS OVER
The US Atomic Energy Com- ican Institute of Architects in son College is sponsoring a
The couple were spending tht
mission has made these fellow- cooperation with the college, the dance February 25th, in the
THEN HE REALLY
evening in the quiet of their own
Foundation
aims
to
aid
archiships for the 1956-57 academic
"Clemson Room of the Clemson "SAW STARS"
home! The lights were low, the
year available because of the tectural education in South Car- House. This dance is for memThey were canoeing in the fireplace a mass of glowing
olina
by
furnishing
financial
aid
present and projected need for
bers only, but members may
coals, and soft strains of Auld
scientists trained in this special- and other support to the archi- bring guest couples. The dance starlight.
tectural
department
at
Clemson.
"How bright foe stars are to- Lang Syne came from the radio.
ized technology which 'is vital
will be from 8-12 p. m.
to the rapidly expanding field of
Its program includes spon"Almost as The wife was in a mellow mood
Members and non-members night," he said.
atomic energy in both govern- soring prominent visiting lec- are reminded that dues should bright as—"
■ ,
and lost in romantic thought
mental projects and private in- turers and critics to work with be paid at the next meeting
"Oh, you flatterer!" she ejac- when the head of the house
dustry.
the students, building up the which is to be held Feb. 21st.
ulated.
broke the spell: "Wonder why »■
Radiological physics, or health library and visual aids, and.
Anyone wanting information
"As they were last night," he windshield rubbed with a raw
physics, is concerned with the granting student scholarships about the dance contact Harold
continued, calmly.
prevention of damage to life or for study and travel.
potato doesn't freeze?"
Liverett.
property from radiation, and in
The Foundation will derive its
eludes such considerations
as principal support from archidisposal of radioactive tects, building contractors, buildthe Mid-Winters Ball. (TIGER photo by Bob the
A large crowd enjoys the music of Woody
wastes; biological effects of ra- ing material suppliers and manHuey.)
Herman and his Third Herd in the college dining hall during the Saturday night dance of
diaaction; the establishment of ufacturers, and others allied
maximum permissible radiation with the building industry. It
doses; and the interaction of has been endorsed by the Caroradiation with matter.
linas branch of the Associated
The radioological physics fel- General Contractors of America
lowship program provides for and the Charlotte chapter of the
an'academic year of formal Producers' Council.
courses, beginning in Septem)
Trustees of the Foundation
ber of 1956, at one of three uniThe Veterans Club of Clemare
appointed
by
the
organizaversities to which fellow may
son College was organized at formed of the College policies
Mr. Roscoe J. Breazeale, as- be assigned, followed by trans- tions involved. The state AIA
the beginning of the fall semes- regarding them.
sistant professor of textile chem- fer to a corresponding cooperat- is represented by W. G. Lyles of
craft
ter of the 1955-56 school year.
ta the most diversified airAt the meetings of the Club, istry and research at Clemson ing AEC installation, where the Columbia, president; J. Whitney
The officers for this year are:
College Textile School,
has fellows train for approximately Cunningham of Sumter, vice^tmponyVn^Vnd.stry
Bobby G. Derrick, textile en- held twice a month, various joined the Warwick Chemical
president; W. E. Freeman, Jr.,
three
months
in
applied
health
gineering student from Seneca, speakers have given their time Division of Sun Chemical Corphysics.
The cooperating in- of Greenville and Robert Uppresident; George W. McDaniel, to tell the veterans of the many poration as technical sales repA^CRAFT
stitutions are the University of shur of Columbia. Other truscivil engineering major from benefits that are available to resentative for textile chemicals Rochester and Brookhaven Na- tees are Dr. James H. Sams,
LitebfieldPa
Noel A. Gantick, electrical en- them.
and Suntone products in the tional Laboratory; the Univer- dean of the School of Engineer•
«,
Departments
in
Akron,
f^^^,
guidance
gineering student from Takoma
South
Carolina
area.
The Club has several longsity of Washington and
the ing, and Walter T. Cox, dean of
The Engineering D^
^ ^ of ^^Specialists in
Clemson,
vice-president;
and range programs for future conMr. Breazeale, a native South Hanford Works; and Vanderbilt student affairs, both representPark, Maryland, secretary-trea- sideration. One of these is to Carolinian, attended the Uni- University and Oak Ridge Na- ing the college; Frank Morris of
Arizona, ^££%£»* of ^J*£^b£**t to
surer.
Greenville, representing the Assponsor or help provide need-v versity of South Carolina where tional Laboratory.
sterns -fJ^Zhslra,
^^^Se^ctronic, electroThe Veterans Club has an ed playground facilities for the he received his B.S. Degree in
sociated General Contractors;
jnicrowave, seVfOJU niy.eT departments *ea-ulr
and aeronautical
chemistry
and
his
M.S.
Degree
these operations^Other A V>
active membership of 120 children of the married students
and Charles Graves, an archipropulsion anda
ntg
in organic chemistry. Mr. Breaveterans, out of 740 veterans on the campus.
tectural faculty member, who is
echanical, *>echamca^r
^^ a«tm *£d: F^
m
zeale is a graduate of the
enrolled at Clemson College.
serving an interim term pending
The Veterans Club needs
development «^3^fS»SUu*y m the fid**
^^
Any veteran wishing to know everyone's support to accomplish Chemical Warfare Officers Can
the selection of* a trustee by the
didate
School,
was
separated
more about the club or wish- its many projects, to provide the
Producers' Council.
Professor
which cater'to the **££&* radomes, *?^™*L aperture aning to join may do so at any social functions, and to promote from the service with the rank
Harlan McClure, head of the artime by attending one of the good will among students, facul- of captain, and is now a major
chitectural department is secin the Air Force Reserve.
tegular meetings.
ty and other organizations on
Applications are being accept- retary - treasurer automatically
From 1950 through 1952 Mr.
The reasons for the organizing the campus. The Veterans Club Breazeale served as a research ed for Student Trainee (Engi- under the by-laws of the Foun©f the club«were to help the is for veterans, and they will be chemist for the American Enka neering) positions in the Bu- dation.
veterans enrolled at Clemson glad to help any veteran with Corporation. He joined the fac- reau of Reclamation located in
Spokesmen for the Foundaactivities. Here is where yo
^^ plan8.
College, and to promote social his questions or problems.
ulty of Clemson College in the the western States and in Alas- tion pointed out that well edfunctions for the enjoyment of
ka, the United States Civil Serfall of 1952.
ucated architects are essential
the Club members.
I
vice Commission has announced. to the building industry and
The Veterans Club has backCONTACT VO*^*Ki wl* our
^
The entrance salaries range to the orderly growth of the
ed the pay increase bill' now in
from $2,960 to $3,415 a year.
state which must be prepared
Congress, with full support. If
Applicants must have com- to meet both the demand and
this bill is passed by Congress,
pleted, or expect to complete by the competition for building
A
new
member
has
been
addveterans going to college will
"Silent as a shadow, yet dead- June 30, 1956, either 1, 2, or 3 developments.
have a monthly increase in pay ed to the Clemson College Li- ly as a rattler, the Navy's sub- years of college study in civil,
of around forty dollars. The brary staff. Miss Faye Mitchell marine fleet broke the backs of
electrical, or mechanical engimembers of the Veterans Club has come to Clemson to replace the Imperial Japanese
fleet, neering. A written test will be
1210 Mas
Mrs.
Robert
Nowack
who
vahave worked very hard in many
and during the early years of the given. The training program
cated the position of Acquisitions war was all that stood between
ways to get this bill passed.
will consist of periods of on-thethe United States and virtual job training alternating with
The Club has obtained a Librarian.
Miss Mitchell comes to Clem- annihiliation in the Pacific."
discount for its members on
periods of scholastic training at
Such is the tale revealed by an accredited college or univerall automotive supplies. Vari- son from Fort Bragg, N. C,
s
ous firms realize that veterans where she was librarian of an official Navy release in a sity.
are enrolled in school on a Psychological Warfare School film to be shown next Sunday
Further information about the
at the Clemson College chemisvery limited income and m It Library.
try auditorium at 3 p. m.
A requirements and the training
cut corners te make ends meet.
Besides being a graduate of
program may be obtained from
To these firms the Veterans Winthrop College, she has done second film, third in a series
the placement office, from the
just
released
by
the
Shell
Oil
Club extends its deepest ap- graduate work at the University
Co., "Refining Oil for Energy," U. S. Civil Service Commission,
preciation.
of North Carolina and the
goes behind the scenes at a huge Washington 25, D. C, or from
The Veterans Club has set a George Peabody College.
refinery to show how crude oil the Central Board of U. S. Civil
book exchange to help veterans
Miss Mitchell is from Saluda, is transformed into
finished Service Examiners, Bureau of
save as much as possible on and has once before held a po- products. Animated figures by Reclamation, Denver Federal
books.
sition on the Clemson campus. George Pal supplement live ac- Center, Denver, Colorado. ApThe Club has also obtained a She was formerly assistant in tion photography.
plications must be filed with the
yearbook for the members of the Circulation Department here,
This showing is one of
a Bureau of Reclamation in Denthe club, listing the officers,' the but left this post in 1951 to be- weekly series presented by the ver, and must be received, or
purposes of the club, and the come a U. S. Special Services Clemson Unitarian Felliwship as postmarked, not later than
activities of the club.
librarian.
a community service.
March 7, 1956.
One of the social activities
sponsored by the Veterans Club
was a dance at the Clemson
House, which everyone enjoyed.
The Club intends to have more
' such social functions for the
veterans, in the near future.
Social activities for all
veterans, their wives, and
dates are but one phase of the
major purpose behind the;organization of this club. Other
reasons would include keeping veterans up-to-date on
current veteran benefits and
keeping all veterans enrolled
at Clemson College closely in-
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Announces

Clemson Theatre
;The Coontn Gentlemen'! The»tre)

Clemson, South Carolina

NEW DINING HOURS

Phone 6011

Breakfast

THURSDAY
February 16

Lunch

"The Last
Frontier"

7:00 to 9:30 A. M.
12:00 Noon to 2:00 P. M.

Dinner

6:00 to 8:30 P. M.

Yictor Mature
€uy Madison

Also Visit

Robert Preston
(Technicolor)

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Feb. 17 - 18

The Spoilers

//

Tiger Tavern

Anne Baxter and
Jeff Chandler

IN LOWER LOBBY

MONDAY - TUESDAY
Feb. 20 - 21

Open9:30 A.M.to 12 P.M.

II

Diane

a

Lana Turner and Pedro
Armendaril

Sandwiches - - Fountain Service - - Newsstand

The more perfectly packed your

To the touch... to the taste, Firm and pleasing to the lips

cigarette, the more pleasure it an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satis- .. ..mild yet deeply satisfying to
gives .. . and Accu-Ray packs f ies the most... burns more the taste — Chesterfield alone is
Chesterfield far more perfectly, evenly, smokes much smoother. pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.

CHESTERFIELD
ptnan* Mvos

TOBKCO CO.

MILD, YET
THEY £afafoJ
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